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For those unfamiliar with the sport, wrestling may be a difficult sport to watch and understand

simultaneously. At times it's difficult to distinguish which wrestler has the upper hand, hpw points

are awarded or, '\,vhy is everybody eheering". This guide may serve well to people asking these

types of questions.

During the individual matches, the audience will see to basic positions:

1) Neutral Fosition: The wrestlers stand and face each other; each places

one foot on the colored line. Each team is designated a color prior

to the match.

2) Referee's Position: One wrestler kneels on allfours {bottom wrestler)

the other crouches behind his opponent {top wrestler), placing his

hands on his opponent's nearest elbow and belly.

Individual matches begin at the referee's signal. The wrestlers try to bring each other to the mat.

\tVl.ren one succeeds in his attempt, this signifies a takedown. The position changes from Neutralto

Referee's. The top wrestler tries to pin his opponent while the bottom wrestler attempts to escape or

reverse his position^ A pin occurs when the top wrestler forces his opponent's shoulder blades to

the mat for one second.

Points are awarded io each wrestler as follows:
1) Takedown: One wrestler brings his opponent to the mat from

Neutral and earns two Points.
2t Escape. The bottom wrestler breaks free of his opponent's control and

gains one point.

3) Reversal: The bottom wrestler gains control of his opponent and becomes

top wrestler-two points.

4) Near Fall: The Top wrestler faces his opponent's shoulders to the mat

without pinning. Two points are awarded for a near fall lasting three seconds; three
points are awarded for one lasting five seconds or more.

The match ends when one wrestler is pinned or when times runs out. One match is broken down

into three 1 minute periods. The wrestler with the most points, or the pinner, wins.
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